
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, YEAR 2, SEMESTER 3 

 

Course title: Innovative project 3 (Innovative project 3 – Go to market Strategies) 

 
Lecture type: Obligatory 
 
ECTS: 6 
 
Course overview 

This is a series of three interconnected modules (Innovative Project 1-2-3) 

The aim of the module is for student teams to finalise their innovative products/services. They will 
make their first attempts, facilitated by their teachers and mentors, at acquiring their first 
customers. Using the wide university’s ecosystem, they will be given guidance at building 
partnership networks needed for successful product launch. 

Students will also learn what are the required steps in the process of intellectual property 
protection, as well as about the legal framework for regulation of team relations. They will be 
shown how the financing path of a startup looks like, what are pros and cons of bootstrapping as 
opposed to the bankrolling or VC investments. 

Finally, with the help of professional communication experts, they will work on perfecting their 
final pitch. They will acquire the skills of an elevator pitch, pitch for investors, and wide-audience 
sales pitch. In the final step of the module, they will pitch their new products/services before a 
wide audience of investors, companies and business experts – their potential future partners, 
customers, but also employers. 

 

 
MINIMAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Implement development plan in order 
to produce final digital product / 
service. 

2. Critically evaluate final solution in 
respect to initial market research and 
conceptual model. 

3. Implement effective intellectual 
property protection and regulation of 
team relations contract. 

4. Implement and design technical 
documentation for final solution using 
classical or agile development 
methodology and relevant standards. 

5. Successfully present innovative 
solution to market / investors and 
public in line with selected financing 
method. 

PREFERRED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Implement best practices approaches while 
implementing development plan and producing final 
digital product / service. 

2. Enhance final solution using best practices 
approaches to fit market research inputs and 
iterative piloting with users. 

3. Use best practices while implementing effective 
intellectual property protection and regulation of 
team relations contract. 

4. Use best practices approaches while implementing 
and design technical documentation for final 
solution, using classical or agile development 
methodology and relevant standards. 

5. Select financing and presentation approach to 
market / investors and public which would provide 
best results. 

 

 



Course title: Advanced information system interoperability 
 
Lecture type: Obligatory; ECTS: 5 
 
Course overview 

This module introduces students to advanced interoperability concepts, technologies, tools and 
approaches used to integrate heterogeneous information systems. 

This module is intended for students who already have knowledge and skills of basic 
interoperability of information systems and want to develop knowledge and skills crucial for roles 
such as System Architects and DevOps engineers. Skills learnt in this module will contribute 
significantly to students’ development as professionals in respecting fields. 

Students will learn: 

 About integration technologies like Enterprise Service Bus and message queueing. 

 About concepts of Business Process Management with Java applications based on Spring 
framework and REST API interface. 

 About integration options that gives students adequate experience and knowledge to make 
decisions about the interoperability options beyond just basic synchronous client-server 
communication. 

 How to use JavaFX, Spring boot, Spring MVC, Mule ESB, ActiveMQ and jBPM in context of 
interoperability. 

The module is taught in Java programming language. The module assessment is based on 
solving a series of smaller practical tasks in the defined programming language and software 
development tool and on individual student projects. In these projects, students must create a 
solution that is based on integration with existing web application that exposes REST API 
interface to the given specifications. 

 
MINIMAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Assess the justification of the use of certain 
information system architecture. 

2. Select a suitable pattern of integration of 
different information systems. 

3. Assess the justification for the introduction of 
new services in the case of implementation of 
web services using the program framework. 

4. Determine how to configure the selected 
service bus. 

5. Select the appropriate way to configure the 
selected message broker to work with the 
selected service bus. 

6. Analyse how to configure the security 
properties of the selected service bus. 

7. Analyse the options for integration of BPM 
systems with other information systems. 

8. Suggest a suitable way to integrate BPM 
systems with other information systems. 

 

PREFERRED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Implement one of the most common 
architectures on a specific application 
implementation example. 

2. Implement one of the most common 
integration patterns on a specific application 
example. 

3. Implement a web service using a software 
framework on a specific application. 

4. Configure a specific service bus connector. 
5. Configure a specific message broker on the 

example of a service bus implementation. 
6. Configure security aspects of the service bus. 
7. Design a business process that will be 

suitable for integration with other information 
systems. 

8. Implement integration components of BPM 
systems to connect with other information 
systems. 

 
 



Course title: Advanced programming paradigms 
 
Lecture type: Obligatory 
 
ECTS: 5 
 
Course overview 

This module introduces students to the basics of testing programming products and implementing 
the advanced programming paradigms. 

This module is intended for students who wish to learn advanced paradigms in object-oriented 
programming. The skills acquired by this module will contribute significantly to students’ 
development as professionals in the respective fields. 

Students will learn: 

 How to test and improve software solutions, which is a valuable skill for their future 
challenges as software architects. 

 How to design testing concepts of programming solutions. 

 How to improve programming solutions by reducing coupled code, using the aspect-oriented 
approach, and implementing programming metrics. 

The module is taught in Java and C# programming languages. The module assessment is based 
on individual student projects. In these projects, students must create a software solution to the 
given specifications. 

 
 

MINIMAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Describing basic testing concepts 
of programming solutions. 

2. Comparing testing types of 
programming solutions. 

3. Designing and using programming 
tools for single-testing 
programming solutions. 

4. Profiling - Testing programming 
systems and making them 
compatible with relevant norms. 

5. Analysing programming solution for 
detecting coupled code. 

6. Suggesting and implementing the 
aspect-oriented approach for 
coupled code. 

7. Implementing the strategy of 
source code management. 

8. Analysing and code refactoring by 
clean code principles. 

9. Implementing programming 
metrics. 

PREFERRED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Describing advanced programming testing concepts. 
2. Suggesting and implementing at least two types of 

programming testing. 
3. Designing instances on architecturally different parts 

of the application and using programming tools for 
single-testing programming solution. 

4. Offering solutions for decreasing time spent and 
allocated memory for completing given programming 
solution based on the results obtained by using 
programming tools. 

5. Improving programming solution to reduce coupled 
code. 

6. Implementing at least two different aspects so that 
programming solutions could be organizationally 
improved. 

7. Using at least two branches for managing the source 
code strategy 

8. Refactoring programming solution according to the 
SOLID principles. 

9. Implementing one's own metric in programming 
solution. 

 

 



 

Course title: Development of 3D Games 
 
Lecture type: Obligatory 
 
ECTS: 5 
 
Course overview 
 
The aim is to enable students to independently create 3D games using programming framework 
Unity. Students will adopt new knowledge: the basics of physics and linear algebra and their 
application in Unity, work with graphics and textures, illuminating and shading. 
Differences between 2D and 3D games. Building 3D levels. The basics of 3D physics. Use of 
force, acceleration, and speed of objects. Use of textures, normals maps, and height maps. Using 
Dynamic and Predicted Illumination. Types of lights. Light probes. Emission lights. Reflections. 
Reflection probes. Materials. Camera perspectives in 3D games. 

 
 

MINIMAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Create basic 3D levels using 
predefined elements. 

2. Set adequate lightning to the 
scene. 

3. Use metallic maps and 
smoothness to achieve 
reflections and use textures on 
materials to add details, 
deformation and variations. 

4. Create basic materials for 3D 
objects. 

5. Implement player controller in 3D 
game. 

6. Design UI, hud and menu, for 3D 
game. 

7. Use featured AI modules for 
moving entities in 3D games. 

 

PREFERRED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
 

1. Choose optimal way to design a level by taking into 
consideration target style, graphics elements and the 
type of the game, and build a level based on that design 
by combining predefined and custom built elements. 

2. Analyse level and set the lightning to match the level 
specifics, use lightning to achieve desired atmosphere 
and to make player behave as intended by level 
designer. 

3. Use reflections probes to simulate reflections. 

4. Create materials which match visual setting of a game. 

5. Define best way of camera perspective in the game, 
choose appropriate controller, implement it and optimise 
it. 

6. Analyse players need for informations display on screen 
and define, design and implement UI accordingly. 

7. Design and implement custom AI for the game. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Course title: Management of Information Services 
 
Lecture type: Obligatory 
 
ECTS: 3 
 
Course overview 
 
Adoption of terms, concepts, knowledge and skills for information services management in line 
with ITIL 2011 and ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011. 
 
Basic terms and concepts of information services management, Service strategy - principles and 
processes, Service design - principles and processes, Service transition - principles and 
processes, Service operation - principles, processes and functions, Continual service 
improvement - principles and processes. 

 
 

MINIMAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Define basic terms used in 
information services management. 

2. Define purpose, objectives, 
principles and processes in the 
service strategy stage. 

3. Define purpose, objectives, 
principles and processes in the 
service design stage. 

4. Define purpose, objectives, 
principles and processes in the 
service transition stage. 

5. Define purpose, objectives, 
principles, processes and functions 
in the service operation stage. 

6. Define purpose, objectives, 
principles and process in the 
continual service improvement 
stage. 

PREFERRED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Explain basic terms used in information services 
management. 

2. Explain purpose, objectives, principles and processes 
in the service strategy stage and integration with other 
stages in the service lifecycle. 

3. Explain purpose, objectives, principles and processes 
in the service design stage and integration with other 
stages in the service lifecycle. 

4. Explain purpose, objectives, principles and processes 
in the service transition stage and integration with 
other stages in the service lifecycle. 

5. Explain purpose, objectives, principles, processes and 
functions in the service operation stage and integration 
with other stages in the service lifecycle. 

6. Explain purpose, objectives, principles and process in 
the continual service improvement stage and 
integration with other stages in the service lifecycle. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Course title: E-business 
 
Lecture type: Elective* 
 
ECTS: 6 
 
Course overview 
 
Main goal of  this course is to understand eBusiness concepts as part of modern organizational 
behavior which include information and IT technology. Course explain technology aspects while 
also evaluate business and managerial approach. Course focus is to analyze eBusiness models 
in practice, to explore business and technology basis for eBusiness organizational models and to 
question competitiveness and tenable of those concepts. 
Understanding of eBusiness concepts, organizational models based on eBusiness in practice 
(use cases). Students will have to process and present a case by their own choice, conduct a 
discussion and write a paper in a form of article. 

 
 

MINIMAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Describe the features of the 
concept of e-commerce, the old 
and the new economy and the 
principle of action that have been 
changed by mass application of 
Internet technology. 

2. To describe the characteristics of 
macro and micro environment of e-
business. Understand the impact 
and the ways that the country has 
and its electronic administration. 
Identify the main characteristics of 
the business models and ways of 
e-Business. 

3. Identify and explain the concepts 
of e-business in marketing and 
customer relationship. 

4. Identify and explain the best ways 
to apply information technology 
and systems in the corporate e-
business Systems. 

PREFERRED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Actively recognize the benefits of the new economy to 
identify the changes that have occurred mass 
application of Internet technology and to the principles 
of Web 2.0 technologies have changed the former 
business model on specific public business examples. 

2. Explain ways to influence and use of existing macro and 
micro environment of concrete examples of e-business. 
Explain the benefits of using an appropriate model of e-
business and identify the basic factors of its success 
and competitiveness. To explain the influence of the 
state and the electronic administration on the 
development of electronic commerce. 

3. Select and explain the most successful application of e-
business practices in marketing and customer 
relationship on the publicly available examples. 

4. Select and explain the most successful practice 
implementation, management and application of 
information technologies and systems in the corporate 
systems of electronic business on the publicly available 
examples of Croatian and international practices. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Course title: Business Process Modelling 
 
Lecture type: Elective* 
 
ECTS: 6 
 
Course overview 
 
The purpose of this course iz to learn methods and techniques of business process modeling in 
order to enhance business and use modern development tools for process-oriented applications 
to enable business support. 
 
Business processes recognition, Business process modeling according to BPMN standard, 
Business process simulation, Business process reenginering using simulation, Development of 
process-oriented applications. 
 
The students will learn to model business processes according to the BPMN 2.0. norms, simulate 
conduction of business process, propose restructuring of business processes (i.e. the new To-Be 
Model) and to validate the proposed restructuring on a simulation model (with the comparison of 
the As-Is and To-Be models). After that they will learn to create business process applications. 
 
Prerequisites: 
The basics of ERA and/or relation modelling of data. 
The basics of programming (scripting). 
 

 
MINIMAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. To determine business processes and create 
report using conversation and collaboration 
diagram from BPMN standard. 

2. To model a business process according to 
BPMN standard on descriptive level (using basic 
symbols). 

3. To understand an executable business process 
model modeled according to BPMN standard 
(using all symbols). 

4. To perform business process simulation on 
process model. 

5. To develop a self-sufficient process oriented 
application from executable business process 
model. 

 

PREFERRED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. To create a collaboration diagram based 
on conversational and choreographic. 

2. To model a business process according to 
BPMN standard on analytical level (using 
basic symbols). 

3. To design an executable business 
process model according to BPMN 
standard (using all symbols and DMN). 

4. To propose business process 
reengineering based on simulation 
results. 

5. To develop an integrated  process-
oriented application from executable 
business process model. 

 

 

 
 
 



Course title:  
Software Development for Industrial and Mobile Robotics 
 
Lecture type: Elective* 
 
ECTS: 6 
 
Course overview 
 
Learn working principles of basic sensor types used in mobile robotics. Learn basic algorithms for 
mobile robots. Apply learned skills on mobile robot based on Arduino platform. 

The goal of this course is not hardware work with Arduino, soldering, connecting wires, learning 
about the current, resistance, voltage nor other similar activities. 

Prerequisite for enrollment is basic knowledge of programming in any programming language (for 
example, to be able write a function that returns the sum of all even numbers between parameters 
a and b). Programming languages C++ and Python will be used in the course. 

Introduction to course. Introduction to Arduino platform. Motors. Infrared sensors. Ultrasound 
sensors. Introduction to Python. Introduction to computer vision and object recognition. 

 

 
MINIMAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Choose appropriate motor working modes 
and, based on them, construct a solution for 
simple movements of mobile robot 

2. Assess the possibility of using infrared and 
ultrasound sensors and construct a solution 
for simple movements of mobile robot 

3. Design a simple visual communication 
protocol towards mobile robot and use it to 
control mobile robot movements 

4. Recommend a solution for shape detection 
problem in mobile robotics and implement it 

 

PREFERRED LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

1. Choose appropriate motor working modes 
and, based on them, construct a solution for 
more complex movements of mobile robot 

2. Assess the possibility of using infrared and 
ultrasound sensors and construct a solution 
for more complex movements of mobile robot 

3. Design a more complex visual communication 
protocol towards mobile robot and use it to 
control mobile robot movements 

4. Recommend a solution for shape recognition 
problem in mobile robotics and implement it 

 

 

 

 

* Choose 1 of the 3 elective courses offered. Algebra UC cannot guarantee that all 

elective courses from the list will run in the summer semester 2021/2022. 


